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578 NORTH CHURCH STREET, SPARTANBURG SC
Introduction: Development Proposal  
Proposed Elements 
• 14 For Sale Townhomes 
• 24 Apartment Units 
• 8,640 SF Retail Space
• 4,910 SF Restaurant Space 
• 2,856 SF Renovated Fire House
• 7,000 SF Plaza 





The site is located at 578 North Church Street within the city of Spartanburg South Carolina. Spartanburg is in 
the northern portion of the state and is within a collection of 10 counties known as the upstate.  
Spartanburg is located approximately 30 miles east of Greenville, 70 miles west of Charlotte, 170 miles east of 
Atlanta, 60 Miles south of Ashville North Carolina, 90 miles north of the capitol Columbia and 210 miles north 
of the coastal city of Charleston. 
Spartanburg’s location within 2 hours of Atlanta, Charlotte, and Columbia makes it very attractive to businesses 
doing busy in each of those cities.   
6
Introduction: Subject Site  
Primary Address: 578 N 
Church Street Spartanburg 
SC, 29303





This tract lies within the Northside neighborhood of Spartanburg, the area was originally home to the Spartan Mill that 
began operations in 1890 with thirty thousand spindles and eleven hundred looms, making it the largest mill in the state at 
that time. In addition to the factory, 150 mill homes were built in a surrounding village called Montgomeryville. In 1896 a 
second mill was constructed with a capacity of 40,000 spindles and the new capability of producing narrow print cloth. 
After years of layoffs and downsizing Spartan Mill officially ceased operations on May 4th 2001, laying off 1200 workers. At 
its peak in 1988, 5,500 people were employed by Spartan Mills. The area has struggled since the mill closed suffering from 
low-incomes and reduced levels of economic activity, large portions are blighted and have been abandoned by their 
owners.  
8
History: Subject Site 
The parcel on the corner of Pearl and Magnolia was originally constructed as Fire Station #3 (referenced in Sanborn maps as #2 
after the original #2 station closed in 1931), AKA the Pearl Street Fire Station, and was placed into service on November 12,
1926.  Although it is unclear when the fire station was decommissioned, it’s known to have been used to house some of the 
city’s original fire trucks in the late 1950s, prior to their sales.  The new Fire Station #3 land was purchased in 1977, and the city 
sold this parcel in 1978, so we can reasonably assume that is the timeline for the closing of the station.     
The parcel on the corner of N Church and Pearl Street was the home to the city of Spartanburg’s standpipe that supplied water
to the city for several decades.  It’s unclear when the standpipe was demolished, but it is believed to be in the early 1950s.  The 
current building, constructed in 1956, then housed a Simple Simon Diner and later a Jed’s Diner before being converted to its
current use.  
Pearl Street Fire Station, 1959
City of Spartanburg Historic Collection
The Sunshine Inn occupied the 
remainder of the site for 
several decades, before 
becoming run down and a den 
for drug use and prostitution.  






578 NORTH CHURCH STREET, SPARTANBURG SC
Site Analysis: Property Overview
According to Spartanburg GIS and our title search, the subject site is an approximately 2.2 acre tract 
consisting of six separate tax parcels.  The tract is bordered by North Church Street on the northeast 
border, Pearl Street on the northwest, Magnolia on the southeast.  Directly to the southeast 
bordering the property is a credit union.
There are two buildings currently on the property.  One is an approximately 2,856 square foot 
historic fire station and the other is an approximately 3,254 square foot convenience store and 
Money Tree check cashing facility with an adjoining parking area.    
The remainder of the site is an open, grassy area bordered by curb and sidewalk along the Church 
Street and Magnolia Street frontages   
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Site Analysis: Political Structure
According to the Spartanburg City web site, Spartanburg consists of six City Council districts, each 
represented by a Council member, who serve staggered 4-year terms.  The Mayor is elected in a 
city-wide election every four years. Junie White was first elected Mayor in November 2009, and 
reelected in 2013 and 2017, after serving one term representing District 4 on Council.  Each city 
council member plus the mayor holds one vote, and the mayor does not have any veto power.  
The subject site is represented by Erica Brown, 
who was elected in 2013, and whose current term 
will end in 2022.  She is very engaged with the 
citizens in the Northside area and can provide 
good insight into what the community needs on 
this site. 
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Site Analysis: Social Structure
The Northside is a low-income community, but it is tight-knit and has very active citizens that support 
the community.  The community leaders are active with the Northside Initiative, as are Wofford 
College, the Spartanburg Regional Health Center, and the City of Spartanburg Planning, Economic 
Development, and Neighborhood Services Departments.  
While the residents do not have strong income levels, they are likely to be trying to improve their 
economic situations and electing political leaders that share their vision for the community.  They may 
show up in force to oppose a development that they do not deem beneficial to the neighborhood, so it 
is essential that the developer of this site meet with the local community leaders to learn of their 
wants and needs before formulating a development plan.  
In several news interviews, and one with Erica Brown shortly after her election that is posted to the 
City of Spartanburg website, she repeatedly mentions safety, security, and healthy food options as 
needs of the community.  This means that not only have they already been vocal about their needs, 
they have certain expectations that those needs will be filled within the initiative as a whole.  
The development plan for this parcel needs to fit within the mission of the Northside Initiative and pay 
close attention to the Northside Redevelopment Design Manual for site and building design guidelines.     
13
Site Analysis: The Northside Initiative
The Northside Initiative is a group of partners who seek to make a comprehensive effort to fundamentally 
transform the Northside community.  The Northside Initiative represents an unprecedented collaboration of 
public, private, civic, educational, and philanthropic institutions in Spartanburg. 
The Northside Initiative will result in a completely revitalized, mixed-income, mixed-use neighborhood 
attractive to families and businesses located close to downtown and served by a mix of highly rated 
educational opportunities, recreational amenities and responsive and engaged social services.
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Site Analysis: Northside 
Development Group 
The Northside Development Corp is a non-profit land bank that includes the City of Spartanburg, Mary Black 
Foundation, Spartanburg Community Foundation, Spartanburg Regional Healthcare System, Wofford College, 
and private citizens.
Mission Statement: To encourage and manage the redevelopment of the City of Spartanburg’s Northside 
community, honoring its past and expanding the opportunities for a mix of affordable and market rate 
housing, economic, educational, recreational, health, and social opportunities for its residents.
15
Site Analysis: Road Connectivity
Spartanburg is located at the junction of two major interstates, I-85 and I-26. The I-85 corridor connects two of 
the largest cities in the South East, Charlotte and Atlanta while I-26 runs from the Mountains of Ashville, through 
Columbia and on to Charleston. 
This interstate access is a major advantage to the area and its businesses. Within four hours people and goods 
can be to the coast or to Alabama, Virginia, Tennessee, and even Kentucky. 
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North Church Street is a main thoroughfare to the 
north side of Spartanburg and the rest of the county.  
The site is 1.1 miles from Morgan Square in the 
center of the CBD, 1 mile from I-585, and 2.4 miles 
from I-85 Business.  
Magnolia Street also extends from the CBD, and 
both the city Comprehensive Plan and Northside 
Initiative Master Plan call for a reactivation of the 
historic street that used to carry an extension of the 
city’s trolley system.  It should be noted that any 
extensive roadwork on Magnolia may uncover 
buried trolley tracks, as has been the case with 
water and road improvements on the street in the 
past.  
Site Analysis: Site Accessibility  
17
Site Analysis: Site Accessibility  
There are currently eight existing curb cuts on the property, with four each on North Church and Magnolia.  Four of 
these service the existing buildings, and four are on the old hotel site.  
Church street is a major corridor through the city of Spartanburg and the city has expressed interest in making 
Magnolia street a gateway into the Northside neighborhood. 
There are existing sidewalks on both Church and Magnolia Street and there is a dedicated bike lane on Magnolia. 
Both Church and Magnolia Street are state roads and under the jurisdiction of the South Carolina Department of 
Transportation. 
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Site Analysis: Air Connectivity
Greenville-Spartanburg International Airport (GSP) is located 15 miles to the west along I-85 and Downtown Memorial 
Airport is within the boundaries of and owned by the city of Spartanburg.
During 2017 GSP served 2,130,885 passengers and offered 50 non-stop daily departures to 14 cities and 15 airports on 
major airlines including Delta, United, Southwest, American, and Allegiant. 
GSP recently completed a $125 million renovation project known as WINGSPAN that will enable the airport to serve 
up to 4 million passengers per year. The upgrades are projected to have a $165 million local economic impact and 
create close to 1400 jobs in the area. 
Downtown Memorial Airport serves over 100 local aircraft and has a staff of 9 employees.
19
Site Analysis: Public Transportation 
Spartanburg Area Regional Transit Agency “SPARTA” offers bus service on 8 different routes through the city and 
surrounding area. There is a bus stop directly across N Church Street from the site that is serviced by the #3 North 
Church route.  If the site is developed for housing, particularly workforce housing, it would be recommended to 
request the city adjust the Spartanburg Community College route be adjusted to come closer to the site, as it 
currently is five blocks away.    
The system carries over 500,000 riders per year and covers over 2.5 million passenger miles. Single ride fares range 
from $0.75-$1.50 and 30 day passes from $18.75-$37.50 
20
Site Analysis:  K-12 
Educational Facilities
Spartanburg County is divided into 7 different public school districts, the city of Spartanburg has areas in  
both district 7 and district 3. 
The city has a number of public and private elementary, middle, and high schools.
Construction began in 2017 for a new High School that will hold over 2,200 students.
The site sits in District 7 of the Spartanburg County School System, which boasts an impressive 85.7% 
graduation rate, 82% of students attending higher education, and an average SAT score 47 points higher 
than the South Carolina average. 
Site
21











Site Analysis: Wofford College 
Wofford College was founded in 1854 as a private liberal arts college by a donation from Rev. Benjamin 
Wofford who wanted to create a college for "literary, classical, and scientific education in my native district 
of Spartanburg”.
Has operated continuously on its original campus since its founding and has been on the National Register 
of Historic Places since 1974.
The campus has expanded significantly over the years and now consists of 48 buildings on 175 acres.
93% of students live on campus, and the school likes to hold that statistic as a safety precaution.  Given that 
they are a financial stakeholder in the Northside Initiative, this tract is unlikely to be redeveloped for use as 
student housing for Wofford, however the school has expressed a need for dining options and potential 
housing for employees.  
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Site Analysis: Public Health Facilities 
The Spartanburg Regional Health Systems is a major player in the area with over 6,000 employees and 500 
physicians. They perform 28,000 surgeries and deliver 2,700 babies every year. 
Spartanburg Medical Center is a 540 bed research and teaching hospital and has begun renovating space in the 
first phase of Spartanburg Regional Health System’s 10-year, $500 million project to modernize facilities.




Site Analysis: Public Services
When the fire station on site was 
closed, Fire Station #3 was relocated 
across the street and a few parcels 
down from this site on Magnolia 
Street, where it remains today.  
The Spartanburg Police Department 
office is located 1 mile away (3 minute 
drive in normal traffic) in downtown 
Spartanburg.
Equally importantly for this site, the 
city has a dedicated Neighborhood 
Services department, committed to 
housing issues and promoting and 
securing grants for affordable housing.
25




Site Analysis: Parks, & Recreation
The city of Spartanburg maintains over 30 parks including playgrounds, picnic areas, water features, 
amphitheaters, dog parks, public squares and much more.  
North Spartanburg has an excellent park system with several large parks, such as Cleveland Park and Fairfield 
Park within a short drive.  The Chapel Street park is a short walk from the site and has a full playground and 
basketball court for a walkable amenity.  
Site
27
The immediately surrounding the site are a variety of uses including loan and tax services, auto repair, 
check cashing services, a credit union and a number of different denominations of churches.
Nearby uses include a barber shop, university book store, cleaners, auto dealer, title loan offices, and 
payday loan services.  
Site Analysis: Surrounding Uses 
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Site Analysis: Noise
The close proximity of the site to 
Wofford college does not present a noise 
concern. While Wofford does have 
sports fields, all but the tennis courts are 
located on the opposite side of campus 
with plenty of trees and buildings to 
absorb any sound of crowds and the PA 
system.  
Traffic on Church street will create some 
noise issues, but unless traffic counts 
increase dramatically in the near future. 
it should not be more disruptive than 
similar developments along a major 
road.  The site is not located near any 
active rail lines so train noise will be 
minimal as well.  
29
Site Analysis: View Corridors
Preservation of view corridors needs to be 
taken into consideration during project 
planning. 
As the project goes vertical there will be 
impressive sightlines towards Wofford 




Site Analysis: Cultural Landmarks
Morgan Square: The city's original public square contains a public park and 
two prominent landmarks: a 9-foot statue of Gen. Daniel Morgan, a 
Revolutionary War Hero who led soldiers to victory at the nearby Battle of 
Cowpens in 1781, and a brick tower that houses a historic city clock..
Chapman Cultural Center: A $47.5 million facility that houses eight different 
arts, science and history organizations that includes the regional history 
museum, a 500-seat theater and the science center. 
Jammie Seay House: Spartanburg's oldest existing dwelling, a log cabin built in 
the late 18th century was the home of the last surviving Revolutionary War 
veteran from Spartanburg who died in 1850. House, listed on the National 
Register of Historic Places, is located on Darby Avenue near Crescent Avenue. 
The house and one-acre grounds are open to the public for tours on the third 
Saturday of each month from April to October, except July.
Veteran's Pointe Memorial Park: Within Spartanburg's Duncan Park, it features 
a stone marker with the names of all veterans from Spartanburg County, 
approximately 650 of them, who died in service to their country from World 
War I to the present. Veteran's Pointe also includes flagpoles with United 
States and military flags, a Purple Heart memorial, an American Legion 
archway and a monument that contains the seals of the U.S. Army, Navy, 
Marines, Air Force, Coast Guard and Merchant Marines.
The Beacon Drive-In: Probably the town's most famous landmark, “The 
Beacon” opened on Thanksgiving Day in 1946, and still has much of the same 
décor and menu items from it’s original menu, along with signature malts and 
shakes.  It claims to serve more sweet tea, 65,000 gallons per year, than any 




Site Analysis: Nearby Architecture
Spartanburg County boasts an 
impressive 54 sites on the 
national historic register in 
addition to many that haven’t 
been registered.  
The subject site is surrounded 
with historic architecture in 
every direction, with most 
having been upkept or 
renovated and a few with 
potential remaining.  It is 
recommended to take this 
architectural integrity into 
account when designing the 
site to ensure that a new 
development fits into the 
fabric of the neighborhood.  
Cavalry Baptist Church, Built 1900
Evans-Bivings House, Built 1854
Photo from National Archives
Wofford College Historic District, Built 1854
Photo from National Archives
Foreground:  Cathedral of the Holy Spirit, Built 1943
Background:  Freemont School, Built 1930 (Now Condos)
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Site Analysis: Residential 
Historic Districts 
The Hampton Heights Historic District is a significant collection of 375 residences in a neighborhood that retains 
historic and architectural integrity from the early 20th century. The district, which developed between 1890 and 
1930, was the home of numerous middle- and upper-class citizens of Spartanburg. 
The Beaumont Mill was one of many mills opened in the area during the great boom period in the Southern Textile 
industry from 1890 to 1920. In 1890. The Beaumont Mill Village consists of 15 major types of houses over three 
time periods and includes 317 total properties.
33
Site Analysis: Downtown 
Historic District 
The Spartanburg Historic District contains a number of examples of late-nineteenth and early-twentieth 
commercial architecture that has been preserved.
Morgan Square area is historically the center of the city and its architectural character reflects a period of 
development occurring between 1880 and 1920. Most of the buildings constructed during this period were 
two to three story masonry structures with decorative detailing.
Stylistic influences include Neo-Classical, Art Deco, and most commonly Italianate or Commercial style 
influences
34
Site Analysis: Physical Characteristics
Topography:  The site is generally flat with little grade in any direction, so topography is not expected to 
pose any issue to development.  
Environmental: There is not currently a Phase I on the site, but given the larger site’s history as a hotel, 
that parcel is not expected to be contaminated.  The fire station may require some testing, as the 
maintenance and repair of fire trucks over the years may have caused some oils and other chemicals to 
be disposed of on site.  There is no record of any permitted USTs on site and no record of any previous 
environmental issues logged with SCDHEC.  It is recommended to have a Phase I completed on the 
entire site prior to the purchase of the fire station and check cashing parcel.  
Storm Drainage: There is a storm drainage basin in the center of the hotel site, so it will be important to 
request any demolition plans and as-built plans from the hotel that may be on file to determine where 
that connects.  There is no other natural drainage onsite besides green space. Given the urban location, 
it is not expected the onsite retention will be required, but a civil engineer will need to confirm if the 
demolition of the hotel and subsequent addition of green space will trigger that requirement.  That is 
not a red flag that should be thrown out at this time in case the Northside Initiative Stakeholders can 
influence that decision.  
Soils: There is no existing soils data on the site, so it is recommended that a geotechnical report be 
completed to ensure that the soils can support the desired density prior to beginning design.  
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Site Analysis: Climate/Weather
The city of Spartanburg has a humid subtropical 
climate with long, hot and humid summers, and 
semi mild winters. From June through 
September, highs are in the 80's to low 90's, 
while during the winter months average highs 
reach the mid 50's. Rainfall is spread evenly 
throughout the year and the city sees very little 
snowfall. Average precipitation is 51.3 inches 
and the average growing season is 231 days.
36
Site Analysis: Sun Rise-Set & 
Sun Angles 
Given our location in the northern hemisphere, sun will be more intense on the eastern, southern, and 
western faces of a development, so our recommendation would be to use natural (landscaping) and man-
made (awnings, louvered window coverings, window film, etc.) on those sides to prevent excessive 
heating of the building in the summer.     
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Site Analysis: Ownership History
The fire station site was originally owned by 
the Home Water Supply Co. that erected the 
standpipe until the parcel was transferred to 
the city in 1907.  After the closing of the fire 
station, it was transferred to private 
ownership and has remained privately owned 
by various owners since then, the current 
owner having purchased the building in 2008.  
The other parcel that currently has a check 
cashing business operating on it and the 
adjacent parking area is owned by a separate 
entity but the same owner as the fire station 
since it was purchased it in 1996. 
The Northside Development Group owns the 
remaining parcels, having purchased them in 
2014 with the express purpose to demolish 
the Sunshine Inn and remove its problems 
from the community.  
38
Site Analysis: Ownership History
Secondary Parcel 578 N Church Street
39
Site Analysis: Sanborn Fire 
Insurance Maps  
1912                                  1923
Analysis of the Sanborn fire insurance maps 
shows the historic uses of the site as 
individual parcels occupied by mill houses. 
These houses where primarily wood frame 
dwellings with no fire protection. 
These maps show the water tower that was 
one of the first structures on the site.    
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Site Analysis: Recorded Plats
1919                                           1958                                               1975        
41
1990                                                       2008
Site Analysis: Recorded Plats
The recorded plats show how 
the site was subdivided and 
reassembled over the last 100 
years into what exists today. 
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Site Analysis: Encumbrances
The only easement on the site 
currently is a shared driveway 
easement (shown on the plat in red) 
between the credit union parcel 
and the subject parcel.  Currently, it 
is exclusively used as an entrance to 
their site. 
The credit union is an active 
member of the community and 
likely wouldn’t oppose our site 
regaining use of the easement and 
any improvements that we may 
make to it.
The encroachment shown in blue 
has since been removed.  
43
Site Analysis: Utilities Access 
Given previous uses of the site and the 
surrounding businesses, there is still  
water and  sewer access to the site. 
Electricity comes onto the north corner of 
the site on overhead lines.  Current 
overhead poles on the site interior only 
service the existing site lighting and do not 
traverse the site completely, so those can 
be easily removed.  
2008
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Site Analysis: Site Zoning
The site is zoned DT-5, These districts are 
the central shopping areas of the City 
(Downtown). Here are concentrated 
activities which have primarily a city-wide 
and regional function: large stores offering 
comparison shopper’s goods, specialty 
stores, business services, banks and other 
financial institutions, offices, theaters, 
hotels, and government building.  
The use of land is intensive and this 
intensity of use is one of the main 
determinants of the vitality of the 
Downtown Urban Districts. It is the purpose 
of these regulations to encourage such 
intensity of use and to exclude activities 
which have a negative effect upon the 
proper functions of the downtown area. 
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Site Analysis: Zoning Restrictions
Setbacks: Minimum is 0 feet, Maximum is 12 feet
Height: 2 stories minimum, 6 maximum with waivers from DRB up to 10 stories LEED Silver or above allows for an 
additional 2 stories, Mixed-uses allows DRB to determine additional height provided that bonus levels are used only 
for residential 
The site is in the Side Yard Parking Overlay, which Planning says may be eliminated or revised, however, street 
parking on road frontages is encouraged and may be required
Frontage Requirement: 60% minimum buildout along road frontages must be between 0-12 feet based on lot width 
minus public plazas, driveways, pedestrian walkways, and outdoor dining *** The side parking overlay exempts the 
parcel from this requirement, however, as previously stated, the overlay may be eliminated
Structured parking must be wrapped in active uses (retail, office, residential) on the ground level and treated with 
high-quality finishes on upper floors.  Decks must have clearly defined parking entries with a focus on safety and 
security.
No porches with fences or common lawns are allowed on road frontages, however stoops are allowed.  The 
downtown code has specific requirements for road frontage treatments that must be adhered to in the design.  
46
Market Analysis
578 NORTH CHURCH STREET, SPARTANBURG SC
Market Analysis: National 
Economic Review
On a national level, occupancy remains 
fairly stagnant across all market sectors, 
and rents are growing slightly.  Retail 
continues to struggle within the big box 
sectors although some power centers and 
outlets are continuing to be built, but 
neighborhood retail and urban and 
experiential retail have remained strong 
and are reaching their peak.  Both 
suburban and downtown office are 
undersupplied as the economy swells with 
new job creation, and apartments are 
largely oversupplied in many markets.  
Black Creek Research, Q1 2018 Report
Black Creek Research, Q1 2018 Report
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Market Analysis: National 
Economic Review- Apartments 
Apartments have dominated the industry 
since the recession, due to Millennials' 
desire to remain flexible and not “tied 
down”.  This has created a large market for 
rental housing in almost every major market 
that was quickly fulfilled by regional and 
local developers.  All major markets are now 
at peak or oversupply.
In light of these expectations, the apartment 
sector continues to level out and remain 
steady. Experts expect the vacancy rate to 
increase slightly to 5% in 2018 and 5.2% in 
2019, where it is expected to remain in 
2020, but remain below the 20-year average 
of 5.4%. While vacancy rate projections for 
2018 are unchanged from the October 
estimates, 2018 rent growth projections are 
expected to decrease to 1.5% from the 2.1% 
projected six months ago. Rent growth rates 
for both 2019 and 2020 are projected to be 
2%.
49
Market Analysis: National 
Economic Review - Retail
The recent struggles in the retail sector have been well 
documented, and experts see this holding back retail 
fundamentals. However, the outlook for 2018 and 
2019 appears to reflect an expected increase in 
consumer spending due to the projected stronger 
economy. The expected retail availability rates for 2018 
and 2019, at 9.8% and 9.9%, respectively, are slightly 
better than expectations of six months ago. The 
expected rental rate growth for 2018, at 2%, is 
stronger than that of the previous estimates, as is the 
2019 projection of 1.8%. Similar to other sectors, retail 
availability and rental rate growth fundamentals are 
expected to moderate by 2020, with availability 
projected at a rate of 10%, and rent growth at 1.1%. 
Total returns for retail are forecast to be 5% in 2018, 
moderating to 4.6% in 2019 and 4.3% in 2020.
Retail development has stagnated in recent years, yet 
is still oversupplied in most markets due to the shift to 
online shopping.  While this has been favorable for 
industrial warehouse development, it has devastated 
the retail industry, while many big box retailers shift to 
online sales.  Experiential and urban retail 
development, particularly the restaurant and grocery 
sectors have remained strong, as have service-oriented 
needs, such as dry cleaners and salons.
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Market Analysis: National 
Economic Review - Office
With the exception of Houston, Nashville, Salt 
Lake City, and San Francisco, all of the major 
markets tracked by Mueller show a need for 
additional office space. As major markets 
continue to add jobs and expand, companies that 
do not require a major market headquarters will 
continue to seek out areas like the Greenville-
Spartanburg region based on its strong local 
economy and educated workforce.
The 2018 office vacancy rate is projected to be 
remain unchanged from the actual 2017 rate at 
13%, a relatively small change from the 13.1% 
projected in October 2017. It is expected to 
increase to 13.2% in 2019 and 13.4% in 2020. The 
outlook for rental rate growth reflects more 
optimism from experts relative to October 
estimates. A 2.5% increase is expected for 2018, 
followed by 2% in 2019, while rent growth is 
expected to slow to 1.5% in 2020. Similar to the 
apartment sector, total returns rate for this year is 
projected to be 5.4%, decreasing to 5% in 2019 
and 4.5% in 2020.
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Market Analysis: Metro Area 
Economic Review
The Greenville-Spartanburg market is growing considerably and has profited well off the 
expansion in the industrial and manufacturing markets.  With the expansion in those markets has 
come an increased need for professional services as support, such as a rapidly expanding 
healthcare market, as well as colleges, universities, and trade schools. 
The Greenville-Spartanburg area has embraced manufacturing by expanding local universities’ 
reach with schools such as ICAR, a Clemson campus for automotive research, USC Upstate's
Greenville campus that supplies the region with qualified medical professionals among many 
other disciplines, and Clemson University, that continues to supply the market with qualified 
professionals in many areas of expertise.
Spartanburg, in particular, is currently undergoing a revitalization of its downtown market, in 
addition to continued expansion of its industrial and manufacturing markets. Downtown 
Spartanburg was once a thriving market, and it is determined to once again gain that status 
within the region, with careful planning and revitalization efforts from the economic 
development department, the neighborhood services department, and local entrepreneurs.  
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Market Analysis: Greenville 
Spartanburg Office Market Review 
Some large chunks of space are still available in the Greenville market, and overall vacancy is between 7.4% (reported by CB 
Caine) and 15%(reported by CBRE). NAI Earle Furman reported a negative net absorption in the first quarter of 2018 of 52,512 
square feet. The large chunks of space are “perfect for a headquarters location,” Colliers says.
CBRE reports space “given back” this quarter is concentrated among Class A office product in the Greenville suburban submarket, 
where vacancy climbed by “over 1,200 basis points to 20.6%.” CBRE also reports that this is the “first time in the market’s history 
that tenants have had as many of four different options of 50,000 contiguous Class A square feet in the local market.”
Construction of office buildings continues with seven buildings totaling 151,057 square feet under development across the 
Greenville-Spartanburg market, reports Newmark Grubb Wilson Kibler. Avison Young forecasts a continuing demand for co-
working space and points out that many private landlords are filling vacancies by signing multiple leases with individual office
users.
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Market Analysis: Greenville 
Spartanburg Industrial Market Review 
Industrial space in the Upstate continues to be hot with record-low vacancy rates. Avison Young reported a 5.6%  vacancy rate, 
“the largest decrease in industrial vacancy in the last eight quarters.” NAI Earle Furman reported that total inventory grew by 
more than 2 million square feet in the first quarter of 2018. 
Industrial speculative development continues but still is not outpacing demand. According to CBRE, the market is “attracting a 
large number of developers who are delivering new product and acquiring land at an unprecedented rate.” Cushman & Wakefield 
says much of that space will be leased prior to building completion. Developers and brokers continue to look for viable land sales, 
but the biggest hurdle is a lack of utilities. 
Expansion at the Port of Charleston continues to be a huge driver for the Inland Port Greer and continues to fuel industrial-space 
needs in the Upstate. Several large industrial developments are in progress, including the Inland 85 Logistics Center in Greer on 
324 acres with 500,280 square feet, expandable to 1.2 million square feet. Also under construction is the Apply Valley Industrial 
Park in Spartanburg with 373,000 square feet of Class A industrial
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Market Analysis: Greenville 
Spartanburg Retail Market Review 
Even with some national retailers closing stores in the Greenville-Spartanburg market, retail space continues to remain strong. 
NAI Earle Furman reported a 4.4 % vacancy rate for the first quarter of 2018 with an average asking rent of $11.82 per square
foot, up 9 % for the same period in 2017 and 5.5 percent higher than fourth-quarter 2017. On Main Street in downtown 
Greenville, rents continue to rise, reports Avison Young, with little vacancy on South Main Street. North Main Street, however, 
has struggled to fill vacant retail and restaurant spaces.
Colliers cites an example of the difference in the Greenville urban retail submarkets with average triple net rental rates of $33 
per square foot on Main Street. North Main Street is at $36 per square foot, and the West End is at $25 per square foot.
The Greenville Health System Swamp Rabbit Trail continues to attract commerce, even outside of downtown Greenville. Avison 
Young reports local retailers are locating businesses along the trail in the Overbrook, Gower, and Parkins Mill neighborhoods. 
Downtown Spartanburg also continues to draw new retailers and investors, Colliers says. 
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Market Analysis: Greenville Spartanburg 
Multi-Family Market Review 
Over the last several years Greenville Spartanburg has been one of the most active multifamily housing 
markets. From 2003 to 2013 there were under 5000 units brought to market, that number has been beaten in 
the last two years alone. 
Construction pace eases as Apartment completions fall below the five-year average in these two markets, 
boosting rent gains. In Greenville-Spartanburg, steady household formation amid the lowest apartment 
delivery in four years will reduce vacancy to slightly below the national level and push rent growth. Average 
effective rent in both Greenville-Spartanburg will rise above $900 per month, setting a new high. 
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Market Analysis: Metro Area 
Economic Review
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Market Analysis: Drive Trade Area 
A five and a ten minute drive time trade area 
were selected to illustrate the range from which 
our development will draw customers. It is an 
ideal drive time for employees of local 
companies, as the area has seen a rebirth of 
urban living for downtown and other local 
employees, given recent developments’ 
successes.  The trade area includes several areas 
outside the city itself, but within Spartanburg 
county.   
Given the rise in recent rental residential 
developments in the Downtown Spartanburg 
area, the community has shown a desire to 
move back into the city and embrace the urban 
lifestyle, as have residents throughout major 
markets nationwide.
The expectation is that this will continue to 
drive growth in the downtown area, so care 
needs to be taken to ensure that current 
residents are not priced out of the market.  
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Market Analysis: Walk Trade Area
A five to ten minute walk time was also 
drawn around the site given the urban nature 
of the property and proximity to local 
residences and areas under redevelopment.
The Northside Initiative Master Plan calls for 
upgraded pedestrian sidewalks and bicycle 
lanes throughout the community, as well as 
the reactivation of Magnolia Avenue, which 
once held a trolley line through the city.  
Part of the redevelopment of the Northside 
and growth of Downtown Spartanburg should 
be a re-envisioning of local transportation, 
and possibly the reinstitution of a trolley bus 
system similar to Greenville’s that would 
better connect the downtown areas to the 
residential areas surrounding it, and provide 
for an additional tourist attraction given the 
preservation of the city’s historic 
architecture.    
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Market Analysis: 
Employment & Labor 
Spartanburg County has a relatively low unemployment due to the presence of several large employers that employ 
large numbers of workers.  Unemployment levels are at a  potentially unsustainable level considering the job 
creation in the city, and will require an influx of outside labor to continue to accommodate the need.  Current major 
employers all have deep ties to the community and have  made large investments in their facilities, indicating that 
they intend to remain for the long term.  
Economic development is strong in the area with the state and local governments providing incentives for existing 
employers to remain and new employers to relocate to the region.  Unemployment levels are extremely low for the 
region and the county, well below the national unemployment rates due to the high concentration of healthcare and 
manufacturing jobs, the trained labor force, and the willingness of the local, regional, and state governments to 
attract these employers.         
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Market Analysis: 
Employment & Labor 
While employers are spread throughout 
the region, the largest concentration of 
employees resides in the area immediately 
surrounding the subject site and just to the 
southeast In downtown Spartanburg.  
The statistics show that there are still a 
large number of employees that live father 
out and either struggle with or are content 
with a longer commute, but there is likely 
room in the market for those that wish to 
find housing located closer to their work.   
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Market Analysis: Major 
Employers by Industry  
The largest employers in the area are unsurprisingly 
in the Manufacturing and Healthcare sectors.
Other sectors that employ large numbers of 
employees are Retail Trade, Accommodation and 
Food Service, Public Administration, and 
Construction. 
The sectors with the most individual businesses are 
Retail Trade, Healthcare, Professional, Scientific and 
Technical Services, Finance and Insurance, and 
Public Administration.    
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Market Analysis: Major 
Employment Drivers  
The future success and expansion of the area will depend heavily on its ability to continue to attract large 
manufacturers and other businesses. 
The strength of the healthcare system in the area will continue to be a benefit and draw to people and 
business to move to the area  
The large number of Colleges and other secondary learning institutions in the area provide a trained and 
well educated workforce for employers to tap into.  
The continued success and expansion of existing employers like BMW, Lockheed Martin, and Michelin will 




Surrounding uses that may influence need here
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Market Analysis: Local            
Projects - The Montgomery Building 
The Montgomery Building is an iconic building in Spartanburg, South Carolina. It was built in 1924, and is a ten-
story, steel frame skyscraper faced with precast concrete and is listed on the National Register of Historic 
The building has housed the offices of textile companies, cotton brokers, and various manufacturing companies. 
In addition to offices the building also housed a 1300 seat theatre.
It is in the midst of a 29 million dollar renovation that will transform the space into a mixed use development 
with 20,000 square feet of office space, 63 apartments, 4000 square feet of restaurant space and several 
thousand square feet of retail space.  
Site
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Market Analysis: Local 
Projects - AC Hotel 
The AC Hotel in Downtown Spartanburg opened December 2017. The $20 million dollar project is 100,000 square 
feet on 10 floors, with 114 rooms, and a rooftop restaurant.  
The exterior of the structure is comprised of over 250,000 bricks and detailed stone sculpting while the inside 
features ornate crown moldings, raised paneling, and other traditional architectural detailing alongside modern 
fixtures, furnishings, and artwork. 




Market Analysis: Local 
Projects - Aug Smith on Main
The building at 174 E. Main St. was designed by Lockwood, Greene and Co. in Boston, who designed the recently 
completed Montgomery Building on nearby Church Street. Aug W. Smith operated a department store in this location 
for more than 55 years, until closing in 1981. The building later housed Bishop Furniture from 1984 until 2009.
The building has undergone an $8 million renovation  to include 45 apartment units, 3,600 square feet of ground-level 
retail space and 4,200 square feet of additional commercial space in the basement level.
Site
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Market Analysis: Local 
Projects – Main & Morgan 
A mixed-use development at West Main and Daniel Morgan, beside the Cantrell Wagon building, is a five-
story mixed-use development that promises 30 new apartment units as well as 3,000 square feet of ground 
floor retail space.
Co-owned and operated by business partners, Royce Camp and Livia Cantrell, this property includes a total of 
17 1 BR 1 Bath units and 2 BR 2 Bath units. All apartment styles are provided with W/D stacker units. 
Site
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Market Analysis: New 
Development Pipeline
According to the Spartanburg Economic Futures Group, the county can expect a large influx of jobs in the near 
future with recent announcements in economic development. Spartanburg’s location near the Inland Port in Greer, 
SC and within 2 hours of both Charlotte, NC and Atlanta, GA has helped to secure a large amount of investment 
from companies needing the skilled workforce located here and the proximity to those major metropolitan markets.   
Keurig Green Mountain has announced a new operations center in Spartanburg County that is expected to bring 
$350 million in capital investments and create 500 new jobs.  
Smith Farms Industrial Park is under development and is expected to be the home to over 5.9 million square feet of 
Class A industrial space.  
As far as new residential, there are several developments that are planned within the city, but most with a small 
number of homes, with one notable exception.  More developments are planned for outside the city limits, but 
within Spartanburg County, and will not provide the proximity to the Spartanburg Regional Health System and other 
downtown businesses and universities, nor the urban feel that many potential residents desire.   
South Port Village that will add 300 multi-family units, 860 single-family units, and 22 acres of commercial uses.  
This development is closer to the junction of Interstates 85 and 26.  The development is still in planning and does 
not have a current timeline for development.   
Five new small developments have been approved by planning for a total of 174 single family homes and 
townhomes.  
The historic Cantrell Wagon Building will provide 30 new apartments and 3,000 sf of retail space.      
The Northside Initiative Master Plan calls for new mixed-income housing throughout the Northside that will activate 
the area further and bring new income and new market potential for new businesses.
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Market Analysis: Trade Area 
General Demographics  
With over 11,000 residents within a 5 minute drive and nearly 56,000 within a 10 minute drive the trade area 
is not lacking in potential customers. 
Of the 3,894 households within a 5 minute drive from the site 2,155 are renters or 55.8% compared to the 
1,709 who own their home or 44.2%.
The average size of each of these 3,864 households is 2.36 and their average age is 31.3




Average Household Size 2.36 2.36
Owner Occupied Units 1,709 10,486
Renter Occupied Units 2,155 11,103
Median Age 31.3 33.0
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Market Analysis: Trade Area 
Income Demographics  
The residents within the 5 minute drive time are in lower income brackets with nearly 50% earning less than 
$25,000 a year and a similarly low median household income of $26,570 
The 10 minute drive time yields healthier results but still relatively low with a median income of $35,273 










Median Household Income $26,570 $35,273
Average Household Income $38,544 $46,137
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5 Minute Walk Time - ESRI
10 Minute Walk Time - ESRI 10 Minute Drive Time - ESRI
5 Minute Drive Time - ESRI
Market Analysis: Racial 
Demographic Analysis 
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Market Analysis: Psychographics 
Tapestry Segment 5 Min Drive 10 Min Drive
Hardscrabble Road 19.4% 11.5%
City Commons 17.1% 9.6%
Modest Income Homes 16.0% 12.6%
Small Town Simplicity 14.2% 10.5%
Set to Impress 7.7% 7.2%
Psychographic studies examine and classify people according to their attitudes, aspirations, and other 
psychological criteria. It involves asking specific groups of consumers questions about their activities, 
interests, preferences, and opinions. 
Tapestry segmentation provides an accurate, detailed description of America's neighborhoods U.S. 






Market Analysis: Housing Stock
A look at the housing stock within the city 
of Spartanburg reveals what could be 
expected considering local income levels.
Of the 10,658 owner occupied housing 
units 16% are worth less than $50,000 and 
53.7% are worth less than $100,000. 
The median value of a house in the City of 
Spartanburg is $95,130 while the average is 
$135,846.
Looking forward to 2022 the median value 
is projected to break $100K at $104,457 
while the average goes to $157,590.
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Market Analysis: Housing Stock
5 Minute Walk Time - ESRI
10 Minute Walk Time - ESRI 10 Minute Drive Time - ESRI
5 Minute Drive Time - ESRI
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Consumer Spending 
Average consumer spending does not 
present any surprises on in either the 5 
or 10 minute drive time. 
Residents tend to spend roughly 1/3 on 
housing and less than 15% on 
transportation. 
Food in and away from home is another 
major expense at over 12% of total.
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Market Analysis: 
Spartanburg Gap Analysis 
Gap analysis does not indicate an 
obvious need within the trade area.
This is likely a result of Spartanburg 
being a destination for a variety of 
different needs as well as a function 
of having a significantly higher 
daytime population than resident 
population.  
As a result the supply provided far 





The Northside is an area that has struggled with income disparity for decades, but its residents are 
hard-working individuals that actively try to improve their positions economically.  As shown previously, 
there is more than adequate employment in the area to allow that to happen over the next 10-15 
years, and the short term improvements to the area by the Northside Development Group and outside 
employers are already having a positive effect on the community. 
Retail expenditures in these demographics are low, however, the students at Wofford College are not 
included in these demographics due to the fact that they live on campus and are not included in census 
data.  Based on the tuition rates and demographics of the students, there is additional expendable 
money and an additional need for experiential urban retail to service the students.  
The proximity of Downtown Spartanburg and the Spartanburg Regional Healthcare System bring an 
additional need for lunchtime dining establishments and services.  
The local residents have expressed a need for healthy food items and employment opportunities, so job 
creation at this site should be taken into consideration, as well as housing for those that may be 
displaced as the area is redeveloped.  The Northside Initiative is dedicated to ensuring that 
gentrification does not push out the existing residents, and that the redevelopment of the area includes 
their needs into the master plan of the area.   
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Retail Market Rental Rates 
Neighborhood Shopping Centers (NSC)
Community Shopping Centers (CSC)
Rental Rates
Anchor tenant median asking 
rents were $8.58 and $9.61 
respectively with highs of 
$15.02 and $18.51
For non-anchor tenants rents 
ranged from $5.05-$20.19 
with a median of $12.10
Growth rates for both have 
been struggling to remain 
positive for the last few 
quarters 
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Retail Market Vacancy Rates
Neighborhood Shopping Centers (NSC)
Community Shopping Centers (CSC)
Vacancy Rates
Vacancy rates among 
properties range from below 
5% to over 35.1%. The 
average of the two types of 
centers is 17.6%
Age does not appear to be as 
large of a factor in vacancy as 
Neighborhood Shopping 
Centers built before 1970 
have lower vacancy than 
those built during the 1990’s
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Retail Market Forecast 
Rental Rates
Forecasted rental rates 
through the next 5 years do 
not have much growth at 
only 0.5%. 
Vacancy Rates 
Forecasted vacancy rates 
remain rather steady at 16-
17% over a 5 year period. 
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Given how the area has struggled with retail vacancy, 
building a large retail center on  this site would not be 
recommended unless the surrounding uses indicate a 
strong need for specific dining, experiential, or service-
based retail. 
Northside residents have expressed a need for healthy 
foods, however, absent local financial incentives, it is 
unlikely that a grocery store will locate in this space.  
However, an Aldi or Sav-a-lot may view this as a favorable 
market.   The site is not on the “going home” side of the 
road, but the signalized intersections at Pearl Street and 
Evins Street should alleviate that condition considerably.  
Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Retail Market Local Needs 
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Retail Market Comps
550 S Church St, Spartanburg, SC 29306  
• Year Built: 2007
• Lot size: 4.3 Acres
• Total Building Size: 45,000 Sf
• Space for Lease: 2,800 Sf
• Rental Rate: $14.00
• Lease Type: Triple Net
• Lease Term: 3-5 Years
351 E Henry St, Spartanburg SC 29302
• Year Built: 1970
• Lot Size:  2.5 Acres
• Total Building Size: 11,088 Sf
• Space for Lease: 1,500 Sf
• Rental Rate: $16.00
• Lease Type: Gross
• Lease Term: Negotiable 
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Retail Market Comps
227 E Blackstock Rd, Spartanburg, SC 29301
• Year Built: 2002
• Lot Size: 0.81 Acres
• Total Building Size: 5,400 Sf
• Space for Lease: 1,400 Sf 
• Rental Rate: $12.00 
• Lease Type: Triple Net 
• Lease Term: Negotiable 
246 E Blackstock Rd Spartanburg, SC 29301
• Year Built: 1989
• Lot Size: 1.03 Acres 
• Total Building Size: 9,356 Sf
• Space for Lease: 1,200 Sf
• Rental Rate: $12.50
• Lease Type: Modified Gross
• Lease Term: Negotiable 
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Retail Comps Map 
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Retail Comps Analysis  
These comps were selected from the surrounding area because they are they are the type of retail properties we 
imagine building on our subject site. While none of them are brand new they are still generally in good shape and 
are similar in size to what we believe our developments spaces would be. 
We believe that the 550 S Church St property is the best comp as it is a similar distance outside of downtown 
Spartanburg and also fronts the same street. 
Our development would be superior to these properties as it would be brand new, have attached residential, and 
more complimentary surrounding uses. 
As a result of this we believe that we could charge rents above $15.00/Sf and remain competitive with the market 
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg Multi-
Family Market Composition
Multifamily apartment rents in the Spartanburg 
submarket range from an average $646 for a 
studio unit to $947 for a three bedroom unit.
The average SF of these units ranges from 
Studios at 507 to 1,271 for three bedroom units. 
Taking these average rents divided by the 
average size of units gives the average rent per 
square foot between 1.27 $/SF  and 0.74$/SF
The market is made up of 49.5% 2 bedroom units, 31.5% 2 
bedroom units, 17.3% 3 bedroom units and 1.4% studio units. 
The average size of units and the asking rent by unit size is 
lower in the Spartanburg submarket compared to Greenville 
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Market Analysis: Greenville 
Spartanburg Multi-Family Rental Rates 
Rental Rates
Age is a significant factor in the 
asking rent of a multifamily 
property with units built between 
1970-1979 asking $711 and those 
built after 2009 asking an average of 
$1,105. 
The average asking rent in the 
market is $818 and 15 properties 
rent falls between $689-$813.
Rental growth rates have on 
average ranged between 4.2% and 
4.8% for the last 5 years and but are 
forecasted to be a more reasonable 
2.8% over the next 5 years. 
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg Multi-
Family Market Vacancy Rates
Vacancy Rates
While rental rates are higher in the 
newer properties they have been 
struggling to fill units with those 
properties built after 2009 posting a 
vacancy rate of 10.1%. 
The average vacancy in the market 
is 6.4% while the median is 
considerable lower at 4.9%. A vast 
majority of properties have vacancy 
rates between 0 - 7.1%. 
While vacancy in the Spartanburg 
submarket is currently higher than 
Greenville it is forecasted to come 
more inline over the next 5 years.
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Multi-Family Market Demand 
Single family homes are the 
preferred type of rental housing in 
the market with nearly 44% of 
renter households living in single-
family homes, whereas only 14% 
live in multifamily buildings. 
During 2017, there were 370 
multifamily units permitted, down 
from 650 units a year earlier.
During the next 3 years, demand is 
expected for 2,200 market-rate 
rental units. The 520 units currently 
under construction will satisfy some 
of the demand in the first 2 years. 
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Multi-Family Market Absorption 
Completions have been increasing 
over the last 5 years from 2.5% of 
inventory to over 4% of inventory 
in the last few years. 
Absorption has been keeping 
keeping pace with these 
completions. 344 units were 
completed in the last year and the 
market absorbed 367 units. 
Given the large number of units 
coming to market in the next year 
absorption may struggle for a 
period of time causing a spike in 
vacancy. 
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The multi-family market in the subject area has been relatively depressed over recent quarters, however the  
growth of white collar professionals moving back into the Downtown Spartanburg area may stimulate demand. 
The subject site is only 1 mile from the heart of downtown, and is in close proximity to Spartanburg Regional 
Health Care and several universities. Given these drivers a development could  provide mid-market price housing 
for employees of these institutions.  
While rents in the downtown area have increases north of $3/SF per month, the goals of this development would 
be to provide a lower cost option to those that want to be near to downtown, but cannot afford premium rents. 
The inclusion of dining and retail options as amenities to a multi-family development would help integrate the 
residents into the local community.  
Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Multi-Family Market Local Need 
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Multi-Family Market Comps 
The Brick Lofts
• Address: 246 E Blackstock Rd Spartanburg, SC 
29301
• Year Built: 1915
• Renovated: 2017
• Number of Units: 43
• Total Building Size: 48,684 Sf
• Lot Size: 2.17 Acres
Unit Type Baths Rent Square Footage
Studio 1 $845 751-835
1 Bedroom 1 $910-$945 765-782
2 Bedroom 1 $895-$925 787-901
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Multi-Family Market Comps 
Aug Smith Building 
• Address: 74 E Main St, Spartanburg, SC 
29306
• Year Built: 1901
• Renovated: 2018
• Number of Units: 45
Unit Type Baths Rent Square Footage
1 Bedroom 1 $950-$975 597-620
1 Bedroom 1 $1,223-$1,273 490-538
1 Bedroom 1 $1,350-$1,400 525
2 Bedroom 1 $1,350 688
2 Bedroom 2 $1,450-$1,650 868
2 Bedroom 2 $2,200-$2,250 831
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Multi-Family Market Comps 
Drayton Mills Lofts 
• Address: 1800 Drayton Rd, Spartanburg, SC 
29307
• Year Built: 1919
• Renovated: 2016
• Number of Units: 289
Unit Type Baths Rent Square Footage
1 Bedroom 1 $1,050 784
1 Bedroom 1 $959 835
2 Bedroom 2 $1,223 1,121
2 Bedroom 2 $1,353 1,267
2 Bedroom 2 $1,686 1,565
3 Bedroom 2 $1,866 1,835
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Multi-Family Comps Map 
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Multi-Family Comps Analysis  
These competitive properties were chosen because they have all been brought to the market in the last two years 
and are within a two mile radius of the subject site. 
The Aug Smith building and The Brick Lofts are smaller offerings of less than 50 units as we anticipate our 
development to be while Drayton Mills Lofts is a much larger project with more amenities. 
We believe that The Brick Lofts is our best comp as it occupies an adjacent lot and deals with the same conditions 
surrounding our proposed development. 
While we believe these are our best comps all three are likely superior in terms of finishes and amenities 
compared to our proposed project. The Aug Smith building is in the heart of downtown and is a luxury offering, it 
could be argued that our location is superior to both the lofts but they also likely will be superior in finishing's and 
will likely charge a premium in rents as a result.    
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
For Sale Residential Market
For sale housing market conditions in 
Spartanburg-Union are balanced, with 
an estimated 2.0-percent vacancy rate, 
down from 2.8 percent in 2010. During 
2017, 7,025 homes sold, an increase of 
2 percent from 2016. The average 
home sales price during 2017 
increased 4 percent from 2016 to 
$143,300. During the forecast period, 
demand is expected for 4,125 new 
homes The 900 homes under 
construction will satisfy some of this 
demand.
New homes accounted for nearly 15% 
of all homes sold during 2017, 
unchanged from the previous 2 years. 
Approximately 1,050 new homes were 
sold in 2017.
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
For Sale Residential Comps
Camelot Townes 
• Address: 213 Keaton Court, 
Spartanburg, SC 29301
• Year Built: 2018
• Bed/Baths 3/3
• Size : 1,600 SF
• Price: $173,990
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
For Sale Residential Comps
Camelot Townes
• Address: 201 Keaton Court, 
Spartanburg, SC 29301 
• Year Built: 2018
• Bed/Baths 3/2.5
• Size : 1,600 SF
• Price: $202,990
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
For Sale Residential Comps
Library Commons 
• Address: 155 E Broad St #215, 
Spartanburg, SC 29306
• Year Built: 2008
• Bed/Baths 2/2
• Size : 1,278 SF
• Price: $309,000
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg For 
Sale Residential Comps Analysis  
These competitive properties were chosen because of their similarity to the product we hope to produce in terms of 
size, price and their proximity to the City of Spartanburg. 
The units within Camelot Townes are inferior in terms of the number of floors and the level of exterior finishes we 
intend to include as a part of our project, but they are superior in size and the fact that they incorporate garages 
within the units. 
The unit within Library Commons is superior in terms of locations and finishes but is inferior in terms of size and 
number of bedrooms and bathrooms .
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Office Market Rental Rates 
Age has an interesting impact on 
asking rent for office properties 
within the submarket. Those built 
before 1970 are understandably the 
cheapest but those built 1970-1979 
are the second most expensive at 
$20.01. This may be because some 
of the premium properties 
downtown were built during that 
period.  
The average asking rent and the 
median asking rent are surprisingly 
far apart with the average at $15.59 
and the median at $19.01.
Rental growth in the office market 
has been largely stagnant at below 
1% though it is forecasted to 
increase to 2% over the next 5 years. 
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Age has an dramatic impact on 
vacancy  for office properties within 
the submarket. Those built before 
1970 are a staggering 40.2% vacant. 
While those built in 1980-1989 
suffer ever worse at 43.0%. 
The average vacancy is skewed by 
these outliers to 26% but the 
median vacancy still is problematic 
at 17.9%.  
Looking forward does not present a 
much brighter outlook with the 5 
year forecast for vacancy remaining 
over 24%.
Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Office Market Rental Rates 
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100 Dunbar St, Spartanburg, SC 29306
• Year Built: 2003
• Total Building Size: 113,000 Sf
• Space for Lease: 4,732 Sf
• Rental Rate: $19.00
• Lease Type: Gross
• Lease Term: Negotiable 
320 E Main St, Spartanburg, SC 29302
• Year Built: 2009
• Total Building Size: 81,839 Sf
• Space for Lease: 2,960
• Rental Rate: $20.00-$24.00
• Lease Type: Gross






156 Magnolia St Spartanburg, SC 29306 
• Year Built: 1910
• Total Building Size: 7,698 Sf
• Space for Lease: 2,492 Sf
• Rental Rate: $10-$14.00
• Lease Type: Gross
• Lease Term: 2-5 Years
900 S Pine St Spartanburg, SC 29302
• Year Built: 1970
• Total Building Size: 20,000 Sf
• Space for Lease: 2,500
• Rental Rate: $12.00
• Lease Type: Triple Net
• Lease Term: Negotiable 
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Office Comps Map
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Market Analysis: Spartanburg 
Office Comps Analysis  
Though office is not an intended use in our development portions of the retail space could be used as office 
space for a variety of tenants.   
These comparable properties were selected for one of two reasons, either they were among the newer office 
properties in Spartanburg or they feature office in conjunction with retail space. 
Office space within our proposed development would likely be inferior to these offerings because of its location 
and the fact that it was not purpose built as offices.
We believe that if tenants demanded office space we could charge rents of $14-$16/Sf and remain competitive. 
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Case Studies
578 NORTH CHURCH STREET, SPARTANBURG SC
Case Studies: One Plaza & 
Richardson Garage 
While the ONE plaza is larger than what we are 
proposing and has a much different lay out, 
the pedestrian traffic exiting the primary 
parking garage entrance is funneled through 
the plaza, activating the public space, which 
was dedicated back to the city for 
management.
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Case Studies: TPUDC - H2O, 
Nashville, TN
H2O was a large master planned 
development planned in the west side of 
Nashville in 2008. Unfortunately, the 
project was a victim of the recession, but 
the master plan has some excellent 
planning and architectural concepts, 
including this urban mixed-use piece. The 
“main street” feel and different building 
types, which seemingly could be one 
building, combine the elements of Birkdale 
Village and the Concept Design into a 
singular concept. 
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Case Studies: TPUDC Concept
This is just a concept plan for a an 
undisclosed development, but the 
“feel” of it is similar to what we want to 
achieve with our project. The buildings 
are set back farther from the street 
than ours will be, but the wide 
walkways, landscaping, and street 
parking provide for a pedestrian-
friendly customer experience, 
activating the space along Church 
Street. 
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Case Studies: Butler 
Avenue Townhomes
In our proposed development, there 
will be street parking along Magnolia 
that will provide additional parking for 
the townhomes and overflow parking 
for the multi-family and retail uses. By 
fronting the townhomes on Magnolia, 
development will be promoted both 
across the street and down the block in 
an area that has been overlooked for 
decades. That townhomes will help 
support the retail on the site. The brick 
facade would be complementary to 
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Development Proposal: Site Uses
Upon completion our Proposed 
development will incorporate 
the following elements 
14 For Sale Townhomes: Each 
townhome will be 1,500 SF 
living space spread over 3 floors.   
8,640 SF Retail Space: The retail 
space will be separated into 8 
individual bays each totaling 
1,080 SF with the potential for 
bays to be combined.  
24 Apartment Units: Apartment 
units will occupy the second and 
third floor of the development. 
One and Two bedrooms will be 
offered ranging from 860-920 SF 
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Development Proposal: Site Uses
Upon completion our Proposed 
development will incorporate 
the following elements 
4,910 SF Restaurant Space: Two 
different restaurant spaces will 
cap the retail spaces and occupy 
the corners 
Parking Ramp: A single level of 
elevated parking will be 
necessary to meet the parking 
requirements of the intended 
uses.
7,000 SF Plaza: The plaza space 
will serve as a gateway that will 
funnel potential customers into 
the site. 
2,856 SF Renovated Fire House: 
The historic firehouse will be 
renovated to serve as gathering 
space and potentially a venue 
for food vendors 
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Development Proposal: Design 
Inspiration – Multi-Family    
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Development Proposal: Design 
Inspiration – Retail    
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Development Proposal: Design 
Inspiration – Townhomes 
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Development Proposal: Design 
Inspiration – Townhomes  
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Development Proposal: Design 
Inspiration – Plaza 
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Development Proposal: Design 
Inspiration – Art & Landscaping 
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Development Proposal: Design 
Inspiration – Parking Deck
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Development Proposal: Construction Schedule 
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Financial Analysis
578 NORTH CHURCH STREET, SPARTANBURG SC
Financial Analysis – Construction: 
Infrastructure Costs
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Financial Analysis – Construction: 
Structure Costs
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Financial Analysis – Construction: 
Soft Costs
132
Financial Analysis – Total 
Development Costs
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Financial Analysis – Sources
The Northside’s equity contribution will be 
covered by the contribution of the existing 
owned property to the project.  
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Financial Analysis – New 
Market Tax Credits 
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Financial Analysis – Rent Roll
Our lease up assumptions were that we would manage to prelease half of our apartment units and would 
manage to lease up our remaining one bedroom units within 5 months of opening and the remaining two 
bedroom units within 6 months.  These assumptions are based on the current market absorption for 
workforce level housing.  
In terms of retail we believe that we would be able to prelease two retail bays prior to the start of or during 
construction and lease one additional bay every two months thereafter. 
We would secure the two restaurant leases before going forward with the project and intend to have them up 
and running on day one. 
The fire station is proposed to be leased on a per vendor basis and is not a major revenue generator for the 
project given the amount of retail being constructed.  It is expected to be more of an amenity for the 
neighborhood than a primary generator.  
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Financial Analysis – Revenue, 
Expense, Net Operating Income 
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Financial Analysis – Waterfall
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Financial Analysis – Returns
Overall Project Returns
Partner Returns
An overall project IRR of 14.67% 
is desirable to most investment 
teams and should attract 
reputable partners to the 
proposed development.  
Total cash flows for a hold 
throughout the 7 year NMTC 
period yield an almost 200% 
payback for the Northside 
Development Group of the land 
basis/sunk cost.  
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Potential Incentives Not Pursued
Historic Tax Credits
The fire station rehabilitation will be eligible for historic tax credits since it was placed into service 
prior to 1926.  We decided against pursuing historic tax credits on this site due to the lack of 
windows in the fire station that affects its marketability.  We do want to preserve the building, but 
adding roll-up doors and windows creates more value than the tax credits based on the 
tenants/vendors we expect to use the space.  
Affordable Housing (LIHTC)
All sites technically qualify for affordable tax credits, but we may be able to get special 
consideration and extra points for this site based on the connections that the stakeholders have 
and the fact that it is technically a public-private partnership deal.  Based on the market report and 
need that stakeholders expressed for employee housing, we felt there was a good opportunity for 
workforce housing instead, but if market influences change prior to development, LIHTC may be an 
opportunity as well.   
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Financial Analysis – Summary
We believe that based on the returns and cash flows associated with this 
proposed development, the project is financially feasible and a worthwhile 
investment.  This project is intended to act as a catalyst for additional 
development in the neighborhood, and, as the neighborhood grows, it will attract 
more investors with even higher returns and spur a revitalization of the area.  
Due to the anticipated growth of the neighborhood, future projects will have a 
lower risk factor for investors, and the Northside Development Group can require 
a higher return on their equity as well.  
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